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Course of defence: The defense was held online. The topic of thesis was Conversations
With Our Apps; Exploring the social context of communicating with
technology. The student briefly introduced the state of research and
stated her research objectives. Afterwards she presented research
methodology, analysis and results of her research.

The supervisor was present during the defense and was given space
to comment on the thesis. He praised the overall work of the student
- theory, methodology, analysis and research. The thesis is according
to him excellent.

The main points of the opponent's review were mentioned and the
opponent evaluated the thesis positively. He highlighted the of the
analysis of the communication between people and their apps.

The following questions from the reviews were discussed:
"Are there any practical advice concerning the conversational
language in the apps? Do you expect that could be good approach to
differentiate in the style of language in marketing for different
products?"
"Why did you draw on STS (namely The Social Construction of
Technological Systems) tradition in you work? Why is your thesis
important for communication studies?"

The student reacted excellently during the discussion.
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Result of defence: excellent (A)
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